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Background

A subgroup analysis of a prospective biomarker trial (IRST-B073) was performed
retrieving all mCRPC patients who received docetaxel, cabazitaxel and an AR
signaling inhibitor (ARSI: abiraterone or enzalutamide).
Treatment sequence was chosen according to clinical practice. Plasma AR CN status
was assessed with digital PCR prior to each treatment line.
AR CN status was classified as normal or gain, using a cut-off value=2. For each
patient, at every assessment, we recorded also PSA and LDH values, presence of
bone or visceral metastases.
Each variable was correlated with clinical outcomes (PFS, OS). Data are expressed as
median, hazard ratio (HR) and [95% CI].

Baseline plasma AR CN seems a promising biomarker for mCRPC outcome and
treatment response; however, the role of its longitudinal testing is unproven yet.
We aimed to evaluate the prognostic role of longitudinal assessment of AR CN,
evaluated prior to each treatment line for mCRPC.

• In this analysis, we prospectively confirm the prognostic role of plasma AR CN

status in mCRPC patients.

• Plasma AR CN correlates with OS not only at baseline (prior to first line), but also

in the assessments prior to following lines.

• Plasma AR CN status correlates with OS not only in ARSI-treated patients, but

also in those receiving taxanes.

• AR CN status may change from normal to gain across treatments in a significant

amount of cases, identifying a group of patients with intermediate outcomes.

• Longitudinal assessment of AR CN status could represent a promising approach

to capture the intrinsic and dynamic heterogeneity of mCRPC emerging during

different treatment lines.

Methods

Conclusions

Study population. Forty patients were included; median follow up was 89

months (range: 11-111).

As first line, 23 patients received docetaxel and 17 ARSI; overall PFS was 6.8

and OS 50.8 months. As second line, 17 received docetaxel, 12 cabazitaxel and

11 ARSI; overall PFS was 6.6 and OS 28.4 months. As third line, 28 received

cabazitaxel and 12 ARSI; overall PFS was 5.2 and OS 16.6 months. Patients’

characteristics are reported in Table 1.

For every patient, AR CN status prior to each treatment line is represented

below.

Table 2. Multivariate analysis of overall survival in the three treatment lines.
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Table 1. Patients’ characteristics prior to each treatment line.

At multivariate analysis, at each assessment OS was independently correlated

with AR CN status and with median PSA, as shown in Table 2.

In detail, AR CN status was normal in all samples in 15 (38%) patients (AR CN normal

group), changed from normal to gain in 15 (38%) (acquired AR CN gain group), and

was gain in all samples in 10 (24%) (AR CN gain group).

According to these three groups, median OS was 69 months in AR CN normal group

(reference), 47 months in acquired AR CN gain group (HR 2.4 [1.0-5.8]), and 37

months in AR CN gain group (HR 4.9 [1.8-12.9]) (p=0.01).

Results

Legend. AR CN status: normal – blue; gain – red. 


